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Violet Affleck and Jennifer Garner

Despite  their  different  hair  colors,  Violet  is  definitely
Jen's mini-me. They both have almond-shaped eyes and share the
same unique dimples in their plump cheeks. Photo: PR Photos/
PRPhotos.com
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Rumer Willis Opens Up About
‘Dancing With The Stars’ and
Her  Parent’s  Celebrity
Divorce

By Meranda Yslas

Rumer Willis, actress and daughter of former famous couple
Bruce Willis and Demi Moore, recently sat down and talked on
Larry King Now about the current season of Dancing with the
Stars and her parent’s celebrity divorce.

Rumer  Willis  on  Val  Chmerkovskiy
and Dancing with the Stars
According to Willis, season 20 of Dancing with the Stars is
the season to watch her partner Val Chmerkovskiy. “I think
it’s going to be his year,” she explains. “He’s so sweet and
really cares about the dance.” Still, winning isn’t going to
be  an  easy  task,  especially  being  partnered  with  such  a
determined  dancer.  The  actress  admits,  “He’s  definitely  a
strict teacher!”

Related Link: Demi Moore and Bruce Willis Barely Interact at
Rumer Willis’ Performance 

With such an intense practice schedule, it’s obvious that the
dancing is important for the duo. “When you’re doing a show
that’s a reality TV version of ballroom dancing, it can become
more about the costumes or the performance, but what I really
like  about  him  is  he  really  cares  about  the  dancing  and
keeping the integrity of what you’re actually doing,” she
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reveals.

Actress  Talks  About  Her
Parents’ Celebrity Divorce
Although Willis has her own career, she’s perhaps best known
as  the  daughter  of  two  A-list  stars.  Experiencing  your
parents’ divorce is never easy, especially if you’re the child
of a Hollywood couple. As a 10-year-old, it was difficult for
her to understand the role of the press and the tabloids in
her everyday life. “I think one of the hardest parts was
growing up with having your whole life kind of be on display
and have people have an opinion about it before you learn how
to get a tough skin and really just have confidence in who you
are without letting other people’s opinions affect that,” she
explains.

Fortunately, her parents’ celebrity divorce was made a little
bit easier to handle, thanks to the continual support from her
mom and dad. “I am so thankful and grateful that my parents
made such an effort at the time,” she shares. “I never had to
split up vacations or split up birthdays. They always made an
effort to do all of the family events still together. They
made such an effort to still have our family be one unit as
opposed to two separate things.”

Related Link: Rumer Willis Moves On With New ‘Glee’ Beau

Given her family’s status in Tinseltown, the Dancing with the
Stars contestant is subject to celebrity gossip. She tries to
maintain a positive attitude about the rumors and be open to
criticism. “If you want to judge me, I’m totally fine with
that,” she candidly says. “And if you don’t like me but just
take five minutes to get to know me and if after that your
opinion stays the same and you still don’t like me, then
that’s your prerogative.”
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Having a confident attitude while dealing with negativity from
the press and general public isn’t easy to pull off, but
Willis  has  her  mother  to  thank  for  her  perspective:
“She always says, ‘Live in whatever your integrity is, and go
out to the world and present yourself how you want to present
yourself and how you want people toe see you.'”

For  the  rest  of  the  interview,
visit  www.ora.tv/larrykingnow/2015/3/16/rumer-willis-0_5jsq5lp
kgb75.

Stars  Shared  Relationship
Advice at GBK’s Annual Pre-
Emmy Celebrity Gift Lounge

By Kerri Sheehan

Celebrities came out this weekend for GBK’s Annual Luxury Gift
Lounge at the W. Hollywood Hotel in Los Angeles, California.
The Gift Lounge honored nominees and presenters of the 2013
Emmy Awards and featured a range of great gifts and brands
while also including some worthwhile charities, such as The
Creative Coalition, Lambda Legal, GUARDaHEART Foundation, and
spcaLA.

GBK  teamed  up  with  NEW  Tidy  Cats®  LightWeight  24/7
Performance® to put on the event and raised a whooping $49,000
for charity. Some of the luxury gifts given away at the Lounge
were jewelry from Helzberg Diamonds, flat irons from Barbar
Hair Tools, and hair extensions from Pelo Hair, Los Angeles.
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Many great vacation destinations were also highlighted like
The St. Regis Bora Bora Resort, which gifted an all-inclusive
resort stay. Guests such as Rumer Willis, Ed O’Neil, Dennis
Quaid, Jason Isaacs, and Neil Patrick Harris, this year’s
Emmy’s host, were in attendance.

CupidsPulse.com was there to chat with the stars about dating
and relationships–check out the star’s advice below!

What is your best tip for maintaining a healthy relationship?

“I don’t know. If
anyone  has  the
answer,  stick  it
on a postcard and
send  it  to  me.”
[laughs]  –  Jason
Isaacs, Actor

How do you break the ice on a first date?
“I’ve been with my wife for 26 years and have never had a date
in my life. I wouldn’t know what to do.”- Jason Isaacs, Actor
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“Honesty  is
probably the best
thing  for  any
relationship,
whether that be a
love  relationship
with  kids  or
marriage. I can’t
imagine  anything
without  honesty.”
–  Joe  Morton,
Actor on Scandal

“Oh  my  gosh!  No
one would ever use
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this,  but  the
first  time  I  met
my  man,  he  asked
me  what  I  was
doing, and I said
I was in San Diego
for  my
colonoscopy.
[laughs]  I  just
don’t  think  that
would  normally
work  with  most
people.  This  was
two years ago, and
we  are  still
together.  Being
honest,  I  guess,
is really key. Be
true  to  yourself
and be honest.” –
Mary  Murphy,
Celebrity
Choreographer

“You have to take
things  very  slow
and  be  very
respectful.  Make
sure to be honest
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too.”- Chuy Bravo,
Actor/ Comedian

All photos: GBKProductions

Rumer  Willis  Moves  On  With
New ‘Glee’ Beau

Rumer Willis and beau Micah Alberti have officially parted
ways, reports People, but it doesn’t seem to be keeping Willis
down!  Demi Moore’s famed daughter was spotted with new Glee
cast member, Chord Overstreet.  The duo was seen in Beverly
Hills at the Night Vision presents an Evening Affair with Seth
Macfarlane party holding hands and sharing kisses.  The two
were  first  spotted  last  week  acting  flirty  in  Las  Vegas
partying with Overstreet’s Glee co-star, Mark Salling.

What are a few things you can do before jumping back into a
relationship?

Cupid’s Advice:

Being in a relationship can be amazing.  Always having someone
who is a phone call away can be hard to let go of when a
relationship ends.  But if you are continuously jumping into a
new relationship, you may be avoiding the one realtionship
that may need the most work: the one with yourself:

1. Take a break: If you find that you are spending most of
your time partnered up, take some time off.  Going to a movie
and out to eat alone can be peaceful and rewarding.  Plus, you
won’t feel pressured to order the lighter option on the menu.
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2. Learn from your mistakes: Acknowledge what wasn’t working
in your last relationship in order to prevent the same things
from happening in your next one.  Couldn’t stand your old
smoker boyfriend?  Make sure your next one is tabacco-free. 
If something didn’t work work in the past, it won’t work in
the future.

3. Write it out: Sit down and make a list of all the qualities
you want in a partner, as well as a list of “deal-breakers.”
 Don’t settle but be realistic.  There is no such thing as the
“perfect man.”  Keep the list in a place you’ll see it, and be
patient.  It’s often when you’re not looking that you’ll find
someone worthy of your time.

 

Rumer Willis & Micah Alberti
Are No More

Demi Moore’s famed daughter Rumer Willis and beau Micah
Alberti  have  called  it  quits,  reports  People.   But
Willis isn’t letting a breakup get her down.  She was seen
celebrating  her  21st  birthday  at  Tao  in  Las  Vegas  last
weekend.  Sources say Willis was dancing and having a good
time: even chatting up Glee’s Mark Salling.  It seems Willis
has chosen laughter over ice cream when it comes to getting
over her ex.

Is it necessary to “prove” you’re over your ex?

Cupid’s Advice:
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Rumer Willis’ exciting 21st birthday may have been the extra
boost she needed post breakup.  Girls are often expected to
maintain a low profile the first few days after a breakup, but
going out and clearing your head with some friends and good
music could be just the thing to let the world know you’re
okay:

1. A catch-22: Staying in post break-up is definitely the way
to play it safe.  Friends understand and are willing to keep
you company while you mourn the end of your relationship. 
Although it’s healthy to get out and distract yourself for a
night, having too good of a time might send others the wrong
message.  Create a balance by giving yourself time to grieve
as well as time to smile.

2. True to yourself: You don’t have to prove to anybody that
you’re over your ex.  If you find yourself going out on
endless party binges, take a step back and ask yourself if
you’re just trying to prove to yourself that you’re over him.
 If the only person who needs convincing is you, perhaps it’s
time to call it a night.

3. Small-town girl: It seems to be nature’s evil sense of
humor that we always run into our exes when we’re either
looking our worst or right after a breakup.  If it’s the
latter, keep your head held high.  Smile politely and excuse
yourself from the situation.  By sticking around and exerting
your “I’m over him” mantra, it may do more harm than good.

 


